
NOTHING SAD ANYMORE       

/Dm Em7b5 /C9 A /Dm Gm /A
Cold and empty --- uninspired --- my life had become inane 
Time there was when --- waking up meant --- facing another day
/C C7 /A7 Dm /F Bb7 /A
A world of memories --- stale and tired --- with nothing left to gain
Nothing more than --- crossword clues --- for something new to say
/F /C /Gm /F
--- then you came --- from out of nowhere --- turned my whole world around
--- but now I wake up --- all is new --- there’s no time for the past
/C /F /C9 /A
--- shattered fears of disbelief --- put my feet on the ground
--- and every minute --- I’m with you --- seems to travel so fast
/F /C /Bb /F
--- no more dreams of false regret --- no more lies to ignore
--- and all around --- a clear blue sky --- I never noticed before
/Dm /Gm Em7b5 /F A7 /Dm
--- no bad feelings --- to forget ------ there’s nothing sad anymore
--- since you came in --- to my life --- there’s nothing sad anymore

/C /F /C9 /F
--- Before I met you --- I never dreamed --- how strong affection 
could be
/Dm /C /Gm /F
--- I never thought --- this sort of love --- could ever happen to me
/C /Dm /C9 /F
--- but why look back on old fashioned ways --- there’s nothing 
more to be done
/Dm /C /C9 /A
--- draw back the curtains of yesterday --- and let me feel the sun

Dm --- / C --- / Dm --- / C --- / F --- / C --- / Dm --- / F  -- A7    (repeat)

/Dm Em7b5 /C9 A /Dm Gm /A
I can hardly ----- bring to mind my --- life before knowing you
/C C7 /A7 Dm /F Bb7 /A
To think of all the time I felt ----- I’d nothing left to do
/F /C /Gm /F
--- then you came from out of nowhere --- and changed my whole world around
/C /F /C9 /A
--- shattered fears of disbelief --- put my feet on the ground



/F /C /Bb /F
--- no more dreams of false regret --- no more lies to ignore
/Dm /Gm Em7b5 /F A7 /Dm
--- no bad feelings --- to forget --- there’s nothing sad anymore


